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Mobile Information Literacy: Supporting Students’ Research and Information
Needs in a Mobile World
STEFANIE HAVELKA
Lehman College, Library, City University of New York, Bronx, USA
Mobile devices have changed everyday life and they have had a great impact in higher
education. This article describes a pilot project in which an academic librarian at Lehman
College, City University of New York, taught information literacy exclusively via mobile
devices. The concept of mobile information literacy is also reviewed, and its role in
current and future teaching practices is evaluated. Lessons learned from this project tell
us that mobile information literacy, albeit in its infancy, could play an essential part in
students’ learning, and therefore academic librarians could incorporate it as part of their
practice.
KEYWORDS mobile literacy, mobile information literacy, mobile learning, information
literacy, mlearning, mobile devices, smartphones
INTRODUCTION
The way we access, consume, and share data and information has changed significantly in
the past few years. We have grown accustomed to having access to our email, the latest
news, street maps, local libraries, etc., all at our fingertips, and often while we are “on the
go” via mobile devices (smartphones, e-readers, tablets). This is not just an American
phenomenon; in fact, access to websites via mobile devices has nearly doubled worldwide
within the past two years (Favell, 2012). The days of the desktop computer as the primary
tool to access information seem to be numbered. Actually, for the first time ever,
smartphones outsold PCs in the last quarter of 2011 (Knowlton, 2012). Consistent with
these trends, Pew Internet & American Life Project reported that “nearly half (46%) of
American adults [were] smartphone owners as of February 2012” (Smith, 2012a, p. 2). The
numbers are even higher when looking at young adults (18–29); here, 66% are smartphone
owners (Duggan & Rainie, 2012).

Mobile Technologies, Mobile Learning, and Academia
Given that “college students are much more likely than the overall cell owner population to
use the Internet on their mobile phones” (Smith, Rainie, & Zickuhr, 2011, para. 8), higher
education has started to embrace mobile computing. Today, many universities have mobile
websites or mobile applications (apps) that allow students to check class schedules, take
self-guided campus tours, use library services, register for a course, access learning
management systems, and much more.
Not only will mobile technologies impact information and data retrieval, they will also
influence current- and future-generation learning behaviors. Springer (n.d.) argued that
mobile learning “in the digital age is not just about technology. It’s about how, when and
where students learn when supported by the mobile technology” (para. 4). Conrad and
Donaldson (2012) believed that mobile learning is already an accepted reality in today’s
institutions of higher education. To them this new way of learning is “limited only by the
speed of the available network connection and the instructor’s and students’ innovative
approaches” (p. 13). Manuguerra and Petocz (2011) predicted that the influence of mobile
technology will be even greater, thanks to its “potential to fundamentally change the ways
that learning and teaching are carried out, greatly favoring constructivist and collaborative
approaches to learning, and flexible and adaptive approaches to teaching” (p. 61).
Supporting these statements, the Horizon Report of 2011 (Johnson, Smith, Willis, Levine, &
Haywood), 2012 (Johnson, Adams, & Cummins), and 2013 (Johnson et al.) emphasized
mobile technologies as key factors in shifting the paradigm of higher education.
Academic Libraries and Mobile Technologies
Academic libraries and librarians are embracing the new mobile landscape. As Murphy
(2010) observed, “The blossoming trend of gearing library services and collections to mobile
devices has recently grown from an emerging concept to a high profile and central focus in
our profession” (p. 1). The Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Research
Planning and Review Committee (2012) also noticed the importance of mobile devices and
listed it as one of its 2012 top trends for academic libraries.
There are numerous examples of how academic librarians and libraries are connecting to
and serving their college communities through a mobile environment. Many academic

libraries offer mobile library websites and/or apps that provide a variety of library services,
such as mobile catalogs, e-collections (e-books and digitized special collections), mobile
databases, texting with reference librarians, and so forth. Houghton (2012) gave a good
overview of the different technologies that libraries can implement, among them mobile
library website, mobile reference technologies via instant messaging, and texting. However,
the author considered that the “single most used Web services [...] is usually the catalog of
materials” (p. 315). She described practical solutions for libraries wanting to offer a mobile
catalog as a service to its patrons. Quick Response (QR) codes are another mobile
technology utilized in many academic libraries. The Musselman Library in Pennsylvania uses
QR codes as a discovery tool for its public art. These “artiFACTS labels connect our patrons
to the rich stories behind the art, architecture, and personalities that have contributed to
our past and continue to shape our future” (Howard & Sautter, 2013, p. 53). The library app
of the University of California-San Diego provides students with “minute-by-minute
feedback on the availability of [...] computers in computer labs and common areas in the
Geisel and Biomedical Library buildings” (Free, 2013, p. 226).
As this shows, academic librarians around the world have been actively involved in bringing
mobile technology and library services together, yet I noticed one vital part of the academic
librarian’s core function that was being neglected: information literacy instruction. Farkas
(2013) made much the same observation, pointing out that the number of mobile library
websites has been increasing, but the availability of mobile instructional services is still
relatively rare among libraries. If “today’s classroom environment calls on librarians to meet
students where they are, that might be beyond library walls,” (Digital Literacy, Libraries, and
Public Policy Report, 2013, p. 15) incorporating tablets and smartphones needs to become
an integral part of librarian teaching practices.

In the following article, I will illustrate how an urban academic library initiated a pilot mobile
information literacy program. I will discuss initial considerations, describe the pilot program,
analyze findings from a student feedback survey, and illustrate concluding challenges and
issues as well as future outlooks for mobile teaching.

MOBILE INFORMATION LITERACY—A LITERATURE REVIEW
First, I must define “information literacy,” and understand its role in the context of academic
libraries. The ACRL defines information literacy as “a set of abilities requiring individuals to
‘recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use
effectively the needed information”’ (Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher
Education, 2000, para. 6). Middle States Commission on Higher Education notes,
“Information literacy is much more than technological competence or on-line research. It
encourages critical thinking and reflection in the context of the increasingly extensive
amounts of information now available through a wide range of technologies” (Developing
Research & Communication Skills. Guidelines for Information Literacy in the Curriculum,
2003, p. 4). However, Godwin acknowledged the complexity by stating “there have been a
number of attempts to create maps of literacies, and this has sometimes implied that
information literacy (IL) is no longer the central literacy for the twenty-first century” (2012,
p. 229). Looking at the literature, I agree with Godwin; not only do manifold definitions of
information literacy exist but, to confuse matters more, there are many new types of
literacies, such as digital literacy, transliteracy, mobile literacy, mobile information literacy,
and so forth.
Within the library and information science discipline, the terms mobile literacy and mobile
information literacy itself and its definitions are relatively new and as such have not entered
the mainstream of the discipline. Hockly (2013) identified mobile information literacy, the
ability of using mobile devices and accessing and navigating mobile websites and/or apps, as
being essential for both teachers and students. Parry (2011) understood the teaching of
mobile literacy as a fundamental skill on par with teaching basic literacy. For him, practicing
“the skill of quick information access and credibility detection” (p. 16) via mobile devices is
not a one-time exercise to be conducted within the walls of a classroom. It is a skill
necessary for current and future generations if they are to become lifelong learners.

Mobile information literacy per se has been mentioned by a handful of authors such as
Walsh (2011), Havelka and Verbovetskaya (2012), and Rossing, Miller, Cecil, and Stamper
(2012). The latter authors perceive the most crucial task of mobile information literacy to be
teaching students how to evaluate the information available via mobile websites and apps.
For Walsh (2012), mobile information literacy embraces the portable nature of mobile

devices and thus “search no longer happens in fixed, controlled environments, but in
random, messy, uncontrolled ones, from crowded public transport on the way to work, to
the loneliness of Mount Everest “(p. 59). Havelka and Verbovetskaya called for integrating
teaching via mobile devices into library instruction classes, thus meeting students where
they already are—the mobile world. Yet Walsh and Godwin (2012) cautiously observed that,
“We don’t yet know how mobile information literacy may be different from traditional views
of information literacy, though there are already clues emerging” (p. 13).
Ally, Schafer, Cheung, McGreal, and Tin (2007), Yarmey (2011, 2012), Dresselhaus and
Shrode (2012), as well as Farkas (2013), do not define the term mobile information literacy,
but their projects, research, and/or articles either describe teaching information literacy via
mobile devices or consider it a future part of the librarian’s profession. Dresselhaus and
Shrode (2012), for example, surveyed students at Utah State University about how they use
mobile devices. One result was, if library resources (databases, e-books, etc.) are made
available via mobile devices, “70.2 percent are likely or very likely to use resources on a
smartphone” (p. 90). Yarmey’s (2012) objective was to “identify and make explicit the
relationship and interactions between smartphones and student IL [information literacy],
with a goal to improving my approach to introductory IL instruction” (p. 104).

MOBILE INFORMATION LITERACY AT THE LEONARD LIEF LIBRARY—A PILOT PROJECT

About the Library
The Leonard Lief library at Lehman College is part of the City University of New York (CUNY).
CUNY offers more than 540,000 students at 24 different institutions in New York City a wide
spectrum of public education services, from certification courses to PhD programs (About –
CUNY). Lehman College, a four-year liberal arts commuter college located in the Bronx,
offers 50 undergraduate majors and 40 graduate degree programs (Lehman College, 2013).
The college is also a federally designated Hispanic serving institution (Rachlin, 2012). The
library is an essential member of the campus and supports “...Lehman’s educational mission
[and it is] committed [to] ... information and computer literacy through instruction [and]
adopting innovative technologies that enhance research, teaching and learning” (Mission
Statement, 2012, para. 3).

Information Literacy
At Lehman librarians play an active role in teaching students information literacy skills. Our
library’s IL philosophy is to teach students how to teach themselves, and to turn students
into conscientious, lifelong learners. The information literacy program also adheres to the
goals and objectives defined by CUNY’s Library Information Literacy Advisory Committee as
well as the Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education set forth by
ACRL. One essential part of the program is to teach three consecutive one-shot library
classes—LEH100 a required course that orients students to college work and life, English
110, and English 120 for the Freshman Year Initiative (FYI). LEH 100 and English 110 are
usually taught in the fall, and English 120 is taught in the spring. In LEH 100, students are
introduced to the library, its services, and its collections. The second library workshop,
English 110, focuses on critical thinking skills as well as information evaluation:
The English 120 workshop concentrates on preparing students to use the library to
engage in the kinds of independent inquiry needed for completing a college-level
research assignment. In that workshop we discuss not only the “how” of engaging
in inquiry, but also the “why” of writing research papers, which we explain in
terms of learning to become one’s own teacher. (R. Farrell, personal
communication, November 12, 2012)
Besides these sequential freshmen courses, the information literacy program also provides
many course-related sessions in a wide range of disciplines throughout the academic year.

Initial Exploration
The idea for incorporating mobile devices into my information literacy curriculum grew
partially out of an article I published called “Mobile Resources for Nursing Students and
Nursing Faculty.” Two other factors also played a role: first, I observed an increasing number
of students in the library and in my instruction classes with (and often secretly using)
smartphones; and, second, several major database vendors released mobile components (as
apps and/or a mobile websites) for their databases.
As Quinn noted, “to really grasp the potential of mobile learning, just as with social media,
you have to use it to really understand” (2012, p. 102). I was eager to try it out myself, and
in the fall semester of 2011 one of my regular LEH 100 FYI classes served as my first mobile

information literacy class. Instead of using a desktop computer, students would only use
mobile devices as a means to search, access, and retrieve information.
In preparation for the class, the professor provided me with the number of students who
owned smartphones, and those students were encouraged to bring their own devices. Out
of the 18 students enrolled in the class, 9 had smartphones. I was able to supplement the
class with two iPads and three iPod Touches owned by the library. Given the relatively short
length of the regular LEH 100 classes (75 minutes), I decided to spend 45 minutes on mobile
information literacy. The professor’s feedback was very positive, writing in an email:

Thank you for that wonderful workshop yesterday on navigating the library
databases using handheld devices. My LEH 100 Freshman Seminar was riveted and
learned much from you. They continued talking about the hands-on presentation
after the class was long over. As you and I both discovered during the workshop,
although students may own the devices they are not always fully aware of all their
capabilities. (R. Boone, personal communication, November 4, 2011)
Yarmey (2011) discovered similar findings, stating, “While students are interested in using
their phones for academic purposes, they still require guidance from educators to choose
the most appropriate mobile resource and to evaluate mobile websites and mobile apps”
(para. 9).
Encouraged, I decided to move forward with our mobile information literacy pilot for the
spring 2012 semester. How and where should I integrate the mobile class into the current
FYI library instruction? How should I secure buy-in from the English department and other
faculty members at the college? How would I acquire more devices for students without
one?

Pilot Phase: Spring 2012
After some discussion with the information literacy instructor, I agreed to offer the mobile
component through the existing library instruction FYI program in two different ways:
1. English 120 Research Refresher sessions as an optional add-on to the regular English
120 classes. In these classes, students would only use mobile devices (such as
smartphones and iPads) for the research component, thus learning how to conduct
research on the go.

2. Mobile information literacy classes as a regular class offered to interested members
of the English department faculty not necessarily involved in the FYI initiative.
In addition to the FYI and English department plans, I decided to offer a third option: several
one-hour Research on the Go! Introductory Workshops that were open to all Lehman
College students. This would allow me to reach a broader spectrum of students and thus
spread the word about my new approach.

While I still did not have enough devices to supply every student in an average English 120
with a mobile device, the library was fortunate to acquire five more iPads leaving me with a
total of seven iPads and three iPod Touches. Clearly, I still needed to promote “Bring Your
Own Device” as part of my classes.

English 120 Research Refresher Class Outline
While it goes beyond the scope of this article to describe in depth the mobile information
literacy class, the below briefly outlines a typical English 120 refresher class:
•

Students are asked to sit in a circle, away from the desktop PCs with which the

instruction lab is equipped.
•

Mobile devices are handed out and students are walked through the Wi-Fi

connection process. (Students who brought their own devices are asked to use them during
this class.)
•

Mobile technologies and services are discussed, usually beginning with a discussion

of students’ favorite apps and sites, how they use their mobile devices, etc.
•

The research process (previously taught in the regular English 120 library session) is

recapped using a generic topic. This time, however, the focus is on mobile apps and
websites:
1.

Initial topic exploration happens through the Google app or the mobile version of

Wikipedia.
2.

Topic analysis and refinement occurs with the help of dictionary sitesand/or apps.

Keywords and sub-topics are jotted down in the devices’ note-taking apps.
3.

Literature is sought via mobile databases, compiled in a LibGuide on the library’s

website. The instructor demonstrates how to download full-text articles onto the device and
access them.

•

Time is allocated for students to conduct a search on their own research topics,

which is how the lesson ends.
Student Feedback Survey
METHOD
Students participating in mobile information literacy classes were asked to voluntarily fill
out an online survey. Table 1 depicts the questionnaire.
Overall, 11 information literacy classes were taught. These classes were divided between
the three class formats described previously with an average participation as follows:
1.

Five English 120 refresher classes with an average of 22 students in each class.

2.

Two subject-specific classes (upper-level business writing and freshman liberal arts)

with an average of 18 students in each class.
3.

Four “Research on the Go!” workshops with an average of four participants in each

workshop.
The number of total students was 162; 102 answered the online survey, which is a response
rate of 62.9%.

TABLE 1 Mobile Information Literacy Questionnaire for Students
About you, your phone, and your habits:
1. Do you own a smartphone (such as Android, iPhone, Blackberry, Windows)?
Yes / Please name device: _____________________
No
2. Do you have an unlimited data plan?
Yes No
I don’t know
3. What do you mainly use your phone for? (check all that apply)
Phone calls Texting
Facebook
Twitter
Games
Listening to music
Taking photos/videos Watching videos
Browsing the Internet
Searching for information

Other: _________________________________________________________
4. How frequently do you use your phone daily?
Several times an hour
Several times a day
Rarely
5. Do you have a favorite mobile website?
Yes/ Please list: ______________________________________________
No
Don’t know what this is
6. Do you have a favorite app?
Yes/Please list: _______________________________________________
No
Don’t know what this is
7. Do you read articles/books on your mobile device?
Yes, frequently
Yes, I have in the past (and would do so again)
Yes, I have, but wouldn’t use my phone for that again
Never have, but would consider
Never have and would not
No, never
8. . How do you decide whether a mobile website or app is good?
Recommended by a friend ``
Read about it
Downloaded and tried it out
Don’t care
9. How do you know whether information provided by apps and mobile
websites is accurate and reliable?
I don’t know whether an app or mobile site is trustworthy
Same way as regular websites and programs
I just know
Don’t care
The apps I use don’t provide information
(
About this Class:
1. How useful did you find this class? (check one)
a. 1 (boring!)
b. 2
c. 3 (O.K.)
d. 4
e. 5 (learned a lot!)

TABLE 1 Mobile Information Literacy Questionnaire for Students (continued)

2. Will you try out some other resources listed on the Library’s mobile resources
website?
a. Most likely
b. Maybe
c. Don’t think so
d. I don’t own a smartphone
3. Will you install some apps listed on our mobile resources website?
a. Most likely
b. Maybe
c. Don’t think so
d. I don’t own a smartphone
4. Are you willing to pay for access to a mobile-friendly database (whether as an app
or a website) if you knew it provided good scholarly information?
a. Yes/Please list your maximum price: $____________
b. No
5. If Lehman College provided you with a free iPad or iPod Touch in an experiment as
your primary research tool, would you be interested in participating?
(This is NOT a binding agreement!)
a. Yes
b. No
6. Please include any other comments, thoughts, or suggestions:

what kind of devices they owned, 34 students had Android devices, followed by iPhones
(22) and Blackberries (19). Over half the students (62.7%) subscribed to an unlimited data
plan, while 32.4 % had limited data plan and 6.9% did not know to what kind of data plan
they subscribed. Figure 1 illustrates students’ smartphone activities.
Practically all students (95.1%) declared texting as one of their main activities. Browsing the
Internet (66.7 %) and searching for information (52.0 %) is also utilized by a large
percentage of students. Half the respondents use their smartphones to listen to music
(52.0%), to take photos/videos (55.9%) and to be on Facebook (52.0%). Nearly a quarter
(29.4%) of the students also play some type of games on their devices.

Asked how often they check their phones, more than half of my students (58.8%) responded
with several times during an hour.

The students’ favorite mobile websites and/or apps were Facebook and Google. The app for
Pandora (internet radio), YouTube, Tumblr, and dictionary.com were also named by
numerous students.

Figure 2 depicts students’ reading habits on mobile devices.
About a quarter (23.5%) responded that they never have done it, but would consider doing
so; 20.6% read frequently and 32.4% have read books/articles on their devices and would do
it again.

FIGURE 1 Smartphone activities: What do you mainly use your phone for?

Two other questions were of great interest to me. As a librarian I teach students how to
evaluate information. What about mobile websites and apps? How do students decide
whether an app is good, and how do students decide whether the information is reliable
and accurate? As for the first question, the majority of students (49.0%) indicated that they
had downloaded and tried out apps and 27.5% had read about a mobile website and app
before downloading it.

FIGURE 2 Reading habits: Do you read books/articles on your mobile device?

FIGURE 3 Purchase of mobile-friendly databases or apps: Are you willing to pay for access to
a mobile-friendly database (whether as an app or a website) if you knew it provided good
scholarly information?
As for the second question, a large number of students (56.9%) said they apply the same
techniques they use for website evaluation to decide if the information provided by an app
or mobile website is accurate and reliable. Yet, 27.5% of the students did not know whether
an app or mobile site is trustworthy.
The second part of the online survey collected data about the class experience. Nearly
47.5% liked the class a lot, 22.8% claimed to have learned a lot, and 20.8% found the class
okay. The rest described the class either as “so-so” (5.0%) or “boring” (4.0%). More than half
of the students 60.4% responded “most likely,” when ask if they would try out apps and
mobile websites listed on our mobile website
(http://libguides.lehman.edu/mobiledatabases), 27.7% responded with “maybe,” and only
3.0% with “don’t think so.” When asked whether they would install some of the apps listed

on the mobile database site, the numbers were lower, with 46.5% choosing “most likely,”
32.7% responding with “maybe,” and 10.9% stating that they would not install any app from
the list.
Figure 3 shows results for students’ willingness to pay for a mobile database and/or app.
More than 70% (74.3%) percent of the students would not pay for an app.
My mobile teaching is still in its early stage, thus I was curious to know whether students
would be willing to use an iPad as sole research and learning tool during a semester. Here,
more than 91.1% answered “yes.”
For the final question, students had the option to include comments, thoughts, and
suggestions on the class. While 80% skipped this question, I received some valuable
feedback, such as: “Better Wi-Fi service is def. required for the better use of our mobile
devices for [researching, downloading PDF files, etc.].” “Technology is very convenient—
especially for people who are on the go or have to work; it’s helpful to have portable
devices.” “More advertising of these classes, so more students can take advantage of the
opportunity.” “Using mobile devices in classrooms is an interesting idea, but completely
useless because you are stationary in a classroom [and] you can use a desktop.”

Discussion of Results
My results on smartphone ownership match a recent report published by the Pew Internet
& American Life Project, which states, “Younger adults—regardless of income level—are
very likely to be smartphone owners” (Smith, 2013, p. 4). Since smartphones are constantly
becoming cheaper (Reed, 2013), I believe within the next few years the majority of my
students will own a smartphone and probably also a tablet.
My findings on students’ smartphone activities (see Figure 1) correspond with Wroblewski
(2011), who listed four main activities people perform on their phones: (1) lookup/find
information, (2) explore/play, (3) check in/status, and (4) edit/create. Smith (2012b) noted,
“Half (51%) of African American cell Internet users do most of their online browsing on their
phone, double the proportion for whites (24%) and two in five Latino cell Internet users
(42%) also fall into the ‘cell-mostly’ category” (p. 2), which means they primarily access the
Internet via smartphones. Given that Lehman College has a large Hispanic student body, this
also emphasizes how important it is for our academic institution and our library to support
this population’s mobile literacy needs.

Figure 2 of my survey depicts the reading habits on mobile devices. Given the relatively
small screen size of smartphones, and the fact that at this point e-books have not reached
the tipping point among college students, the relatively low number of students who read
on their phones is not surprising (Revelle, Messner, Shrimplin, & Hurst, 2012). Yet, with the
rise of the tablets (Zickuhr, 2013) and the increase in e-textbook options these numbers
could increase dramatically within the next few years. According to BestCollegeeOnline,
“Granted most students prefer to do heavy research on a computer or physically in the
library, but, researchers say, there is a positive trend toward using databases and resources
to find quick information and materials” (Harrison, 2012, para. 6) on mobile devices.
The question asking students how they decide whether and app/and or mobile app is
reliable before downloading or using it yielded some respectable numbers. However, I think
more research and assessment needs to be conducted in order to verify what specific
techniques students use to make these evaluations. Do they check the author/creator of a
site? Do students evaluate how frequently an app is updated?
The same can be said for the response on how students evaluate the authoritativeness of an
app or mobile website. Nearly a quarter did not know whether an app or mobile site is
authoritative, which clearly indicates a need for more education by librarians.
The second part of the survey dealt with students’ feedback about the class itself. Providing
students with a very different kind of information literacy class is quite refreshing for many
students. Overall, I observed that students were happy to be able to use their own
smartphones (and, later on, iPads), participated actively in the class, and were eager to
share and learn from each other. Yarmey (2012) observed similar behavior when teaching
via mobile devices: “Although I used the same discussion-based teaching style as in my
earlier, traditional IL sessions, students were much more engaged, answering my questions
and asking their own.” (p. 109).
Collected data on whether students would install apps listed on the mobile resources page
was satisfactory, yet one wonders if students do not install any apps because they think
they will not use them, or for other reasons. I also wonder if apps should be downloaded
and evaluated as part of the in-class session.
The relatively high number of students declining to purchase an app and/or mobile website
reinforced a previous decision—so far, we only list either free mobile website/apps or
mobile website/apps that are part of our library’s database subscription. Several students

said that $5 would be the maximum amount they would spend on a mobile website or app.
More recently we also started purchasing some apps, which are pre-installed on all library
iPads.
Given the popularity of iPads (and tablets), I was not surprised that the majority of students
would be willing to use one as their primary computer. This demonstrates an opportunity to
expand my teaching and future assessments. I envision, as one option, loaning iPads to
students for one semester with the understanding that they would use the iPad as a
substitute for a desktop computer.
Challenges
Not all of my students own a smartphone or a tablet; however, I observed an increase over
the past year and a half in students with tablets and smartphones. If I want all students to
have the same experience in our mobile classes, the library may have to provide students
with these devices. At the beginning of our pilot study, I only had seven iPads to supplement
students’ own devices and thus students had to share iPads during classes. Since then, the
library was able buy more tablets and, as of spring 2013, we have 14 iPads specifically for
teaching via mobile devices. Another more serious problem was the library’s Wi-Fi network.
Not only was connecting to the Wi-Fi not very user-friendly, but the network’s bandwidth
was not enough to support ten or more students performing searches simultaneously. The
slow Wi-Fi speed was also one of the major complaints on which students remarked in their
feedback survey (see previous). Fortunately, in spring 2013, Lehman’s IT department
upgraded the library’s wireless network. The Wi-Fi now has an easier log-on interface and
students’ personal devices automatically log on when they are in range. We also set up our
iPads with Lab accounts; now our devices also automatically connect to our network, which
saves valuable class time. Furthermore to increase the Wi-Fi network speed, more access
points were installed within the instruction labs.
I quickly realized that our traditional library instruction labs—with their hardwired desktop
rows, a wired lectern, wired computer, and projector for the teacher—are not really
suitable for teaching with smartphones and tablets. Even though I was able to project my
iPad either via ELMO projector or a VGA adapter, for us this defied the purposes of a
portable tablet. One of the benefits of teaching with a tablet is mobility, which enables a

teacher to be actively engaged with the students as they work collaborative with each
other.
Other issues I faced were:
•

Authentication on- and off-campus for subscription mobile databases and apps is

cumbersome and inconsistent. Accessing some mobile databases on campus is easy;
students are authenticated based on school’s IP range. However, as soon as students want
to access the databases off-campus, authentication changes and often becomes convoluted.
For example, if you want to use the EBSCO app on your phone, you need access the mobile
website first, then send an email to yourself and access the email on your mobile device to
get the authentication and access instructions. I could continue to list the different
authentication methods, but in short, at this point there is no single authentication model.
Williams (2012) confirmed this by stating, “We are facing an entropic drift towards a chaotic
diversity of access methods rather than the standards-based convergence point” (p. 272). So
far, my only solution is to inform students about the different authentication methods and
to include a note about it on the mobile database website.
•

EZproxy and link resolver (e.g., SFX) websites are not designed for mobile devices.

Both of these problems relate to subscription-based database content. EZproxy is used to
authenticate off-campus library users. It allows authenticated users remote access to
subscription-based databases. In Lehman’s case, students are connected to the regular
desktop authentication site. My goal, however, is to design a mobile-friendly EZproxy logon
website within the next couple of months. Link resolvers link to full-text articles included in
another subscription-based database. For example, if a Lehman student searches any EBSCO
database and finds an article that only includes the abstract, the Find-IT button (which is the
link resolver) leads the student to the full-text article contained in another library database.
Unfortunately, the website students are linked to is currently a regular website, not a
mobile-friendly website. ExLibris, CUNY’s link resolve provider, recently announced a
mobile-friendly website option that will accompany the release of its next version.
•

Several subscription databases do not have a mobile website and/or app, or their

app or mobile website is limited to free or partial content (e.g., LexisNexis or Sage Journals).
Last year, ProQuest revamped its user interface, but so far they have yet to release a
mobile-friendly site or app.

•

Keeping up-to-date with mobile apps and websites is challenging: On our mobile

database website, I currently list not only subscriptionbased mobile websites and/or apps,
but also links to free mobile websites and/or apps suitable for academic research. Thus far I
have found it challenging and time-consuming to keep the list current
(http://libguides.lehman.edu/mobiledatabases). I frequently browse Apple’s iTunes store
and Google’s Play Store, and subscribe to blogs and relevant websites such as Spectrum >
Mobile Learning, Libraries, and Technologies and edshelf.com via RSS feeds and Twitter. I
also talk to students, vendors, and my peers. I recommend reading the LibGuides provided
by MIT Libraries (http://libguides.mit.edu/apps), Boise University mlearning
(http://guides.boisestate.edu/mlearning), and the M-libraries Wiki
(http://www.libsuccess.org/index.php?title=M-Libraries). Last, I also follow the scholarly
literature via Google Scholar alerts and by reading relevant journals such as College and
Research Libraries News, Information Technology and Library Journal, and The Charleston
Advisor.

CONCLUSIONS
As my survey results have shown, integrating mobile information literacy into our curricula
could serve as a model for other librarians’ future teaching plans. Yet, I acknowledge that
my survey had some flaws. The study included a relatively small number of participants and,
since data were collected in spring 2012 the results would probably differ slightly if the
study would be repeated now. If, for example, other CUNY libraries start implementing
mobile information literacy into their academic programs, the study could be repeated to
determine if and how mobile information literacy should be included within CUNY.
Assessment of student learning outcome was not taken into account in my study, but it
would need to be part of the repeat study. I envision, as an option, loaning iPads to students
for one semester with the understanding that they would use them as a substitute for a
desktop computer. Working closely with the discipline professor in assessing student’s
research papers, as well as adhering to CUNY’s Library Information Literacy Advisory Council
guidelines, are ways to achieve this. With the rise of tablets (iPad, Nexus 7, etc.), I would
now also include not only smartphones but also tablets in my survey. I am also aware that
the mobile information literacy class itself can be improved. I think that I should discuss in

greater detail the evaluation of apps in a manner similar to the CRAAP (Currency, Relevance,
Authority, Accuracy, Purpose) test. For example the Emporia State University library lists a
Crappies for Apps guide on one of its LibGuides
(http://libguides.emporia.edu/content.php?pid=402897&sid=3712913).

Since the initial pilot classes, I have continued to teach mobile information literacy classes.
Further, I also started to include our libraries’ mobile technologies and services into all of my
“standard” instruction classes. Three easy-to-follow examples of how to incorporate mobile
teaching into regular classes are: (1) actively encouraging students to use their mobile
devices for note-taking; (2) promoting Lehman’s mobile library website by instructing
students to access it via their mobile devices in the classroom (the few students without
smartphones are asked to share devices with fellow students); and (3) Searching for books
via our mobile catalog instead of the desktop version.

Moreover, due to my experimenting with mobile information literacy classes, I have learned
valuable lessons (and continue to do so):
1.

Outreach and promotion within our own library, college, and university is a must.

Inviting other library faculty to observe a mobile library class, co-teaching with interested
librarians, and approaching Lehman discipline faculty about the mobile literacy classes are
all ways of achieving this. Further, since more and more of our students come to the
reference desk with their mobile devices already in hand, I have begun to market our mobile
library services during a regular reference interview; for example, I let the student search for
books via our mobile catalog, inform them about mobile database apps, and/or introduce
them to e-book apps.
2.

Undertaking a new project that relies heavily on technological knowledge needs the

support of mobile tech-savvy IT staff members. In our case, I was fortunate enough to have
the library’s IT coordinator as well as the support of Lehman’s IT department. Maintaining
the iPads (updating apps, installing new apps, troubleshooting, etc.) will need to become
part of IT’s ongoing duties.
3.

Training and education for involved librarians is also of major importance. As early as

2010, the ALA Policy Brief “There’s an App for That!” emphasized that “as the use of mobile
technology grows, library staff will need to learn and use the technology to serve library

users where they are, and libraries will face management, funding, and training challenges
in meeting this need” (Vollmer, 2010, p. 12). At the Leonard Lief Library, I am currently the
faculty member most heavily invested in mobile teaching. Only recently have other
librarians become more and more receptive to the concept. I have trained my peers by
offering iPad workshops and created an iPad Research Guide. As a group, we take relevant
online courses such as Apps for Librarians, offered on Udemy.com. Furthermore, the chief
librarian has supported funding for webinars and conferences such as the Handheld
Librarian conference.

I still regard my mobile information teaching program as being in its earliest, developmental
stages because the future promises many more possibilities and opportunities to expand
and improve upon the scope of this endeavor. The library is currently trying to get funding
to redesign one of our instruction labs into a new interactive and collaborative classroom
where the instructors could project from the iPad to the screen untethered. The goal is to
have the option to divide students into small groups so “learners can be assigned to solve
some relevant, authentic real world problems” (Grassian & Kaplowitz 2009, p. 229) by using
mobile devices. I am excited by the possibility of library services being freed from the library
building as Aagard, Armstrong, Cooper, and Nuxoll (2013) stated, “The iPad’s mobility allows
employees to break away from that physical infrastructure, freeing staff to be where the
patron is at that teachable moment” (p. 20). However, because Lehman’s Wi-Fi is not
equally strong in buildings and classrooms, I have yet to move beyond the walls of the
library. Ideally, I see myself teaching an outdoor mobile class.

As I previously mentioned, collaboration is a must; therefore I will initiate and co-chair a
Mobile User Group on campus in the fall of 2013. I intend to follow University of Michigan’s
example, whose group aims to “to connect staff and faculty who share a desire to improve
teaching and learning with mobile technology” (Fuhrman, 2013 para. 13).
It is time for librarians to play an integral part in mobile learning and teaching. As Skiba
(2011) stated:
From all indications in the literature, there is no turning back. Students will no longer be
lugging large backpacks filled with textbooks and laptops to class. The will be using e-books
and bringing their mobile devices, their iPods, smart phones, tablets, or iPads. We, as

educators, will need to learn alongside our students how to leverage these new learning
tools. (p. 196)

Ultimately, my goal for my students is for them to become lifelong learners, and transition
easily between different devices in their search for information, whether they are using a
mobile device, a desktop, or a laptop.
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